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Dr. Royal B. Brunson, professor of zoology at the University of Montana in Missoula, 
has donated an Egyptian cobra, species "Naja haje," to the Chicago Biological Park in 
Brookfield, Ill. 
The cobra will be exhibited at the Chicago zoo with a plaque indicating the snake was 
donated by Brunson, Jeffrey Dean Miller and Mary Elis Anderson. Miller and Anderson are 
UM graduate students who assisted Brunson with the care of the cobra. 
Brunson said it was a departmental decision to get rid of the cobra because of its 
dangerous nature and because the types of equipment and cages necessary to maintain the 
snake under optimum conditions are not available at UM. 
"However, I"m sorry to see the snake leave," Brunson said. "It was just beginning to 
recognize me as its feeder. And Jeff and Mary had become attached to the cobra, too." 
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